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Enhance Patient Engagement



Patient Outreach Key Capabilities

Key capabilities of Patient Outreach include:

Patient segmentation: Pre-built patient segments based on industry standard (HEDIS) 
to provide baseline patient cohorts.

Patient engagement campaigns: Create email campaigns, leveraging patient segments based 
on industry standard (HEDIS).

Event management: Use provider/payor event management templates for event 
administration and registration.

The Patient outreach app enhances Dynamics 365 Marketing with healthcare-specific capabilities as part of Microsoft Cloud for Healthcare. Learn 

more about How to use Dynamics 365 Marketing and how to deploy and configure Patient outreach.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/marketing/help-hub
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/industry/healthcare/deploy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/industry/healthcare/configuration-get-started


Why use Patient Engagement?

• As a Patient Engagement Manager, I want an automated process to identify patients who often miss appointments, and 

inform them of Virtual Visit options so that I can improve access to care for those patients
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• As a Patient Event Manager, I want organise a healthcare event and automatically inform patients who are most suitable 

to attend so that I can improve patients' awareness of their conditions and best ways to treat it
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Create a Patient 
Segment



Types of Segments
A marketing segment is a collection of contacts that you target with a customer journey. In some cases, you'll target all the

contacts you have. But in most cases, you'll choose who you want to target based on demographic, firmographic, 

behavioural data, and other considerations.
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Creating a Segment



Create a marketing 
email



Marketing Emails
Marketing email works quite differently from person-to-person messaging
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Create a Marketing Email



Create a Patient 
Journey



Patient Journeys
A patient journey can expand your organization’s patient outreach capabilities by helping you guide the members of a 

selected segment through a marketing process by using automated messaging, activity generation, interactive decision 

points, and more



Create a Patient Journey



Create a virtual 
healthcare 
marketing event



Event Management
The Dynamics 365 Marketing event management feature helps you every step of the way, from initial planning and 

budgeting through promotion and publication, attendee registration, webinar broadcasting, final analytics, lead generation, 

and evaluation of ROI.
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Virtual Healthcare Marketing Event
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